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Abstract
Performance management of clusters and Grids poses many challenges. The sharing of
large distributed sets of resources can provide efficiencies, but it also introduces com-
plexity in terms of providing and maintaining adequate performance. Current application
requirements focus on the amount of resources needed without explicitly characterizing
the performance required from those resources. Inconsistent, or highly variable run-time
of applications is an indication of systemic inconsistency and is an issue with implications
for those running the application as well as those managing the resources. We are focus-
ing on the contribution of the interconnection network to application run-time variability.
This work presents experimental results characterizing parallel application run-time sen-
sitivity to communication performance variability using an Application Communication
Emulator (ACE).
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1. Introduction and Background

In this paper we focus on cluster communication performance and demonstrate a high
variability. For some applications, this variability could have a significant negative im-
pact. Generally the application designer will specify the number of processors, the length
of the job, and the required interconnection network on systems equipped with multiple
interconnection systems. When the specified requirements are the same, it is desirable that
large systems of resources operate in a consistent manner. To best manage network per-
formance we first must understand and quantify communication performance variability.
Previous work [1, 2, 3] provides motivation for analysis into the application’s perception
of sensitivity to communication cost variability.

Applications on clusters and Grids tend to be parallel programs which are distributed
among many processes and processors. We focus on systems where a one-to-one relation-
ship of processes to processors exists. Processes tend to operate in cycles of computation
and data exchange (communication). Communication between processes reduces to com-
munication between processors, requiring the services of a communications “stack” and
interconnection network.



The communication time of a parallel program Tcomm is “the time it takes to send
and receive messages” [4]. From the application’s perspective, message communication
can be divided into components relating to CPU and memory system interactions (includ-
ing the NIC) and network interactions. The modeling of communication cost in parallel
programs has been developed into a well-known linear 2-parameter model, which can be
expressed as

Tcomm =
m∑

i=0

T i
msg =

m∑

i=0

α + βn, (1)

where α is the per message startup cost (independent of message size) and β is the cost
per unit of data. When more than one application is executing simultaneously (a common
practice) modeling communication performance in this manner for estimating run-time
performance may be less effective, since systemic communication patterns and task loca-
tions for the set of applications is unknown and potentially fragmented [3].

A study on the Intel Paragon [7] is the closest work to our own in this regard. Two
approaches were used to degrade network bandwidth. Messages were exchanged multiple
times in an effort to consume hardware bandwidth while preserving contention effects of
the 2D mesh interconnect. A second approach was to apply synthetic perturbations in the
communications routines by inserting “spin wait loops”.

2. Experiments and Results

Our method of isolating network performance without instrumenting the application
called “application communication emulation”, uses a two-phase approach. The first mea-
sures communication time then uses the 2-parameter linear cost model to determine the
communication time of messages used in the second phase. The second phase performs
compute / communicate cycles, emulating a parallel application run. Actual compute and
communication times are also measured during the run. ACE uses the Message Passing
Interface [5] for communication and acquisition of timing information. One or more in-
dependent emulated applications (EAs) can be instantiated using MPI communicators.

The compute time algorithm (Tcomp) is designed to run consistently close to its cal-
culated value. Any variation in run-time should therefore be attributable to variations
in communication time∗. The compute time is derived from the notion that the com-
pute/communicate cycle time is

Tcycle = Tcomp + Tcomm. (2)

Using measured Tcomm and the user supplied percentage of time an EA spends commu-
nicating (load) and number if iterations, the compute, cycle, and run-time is calculated
(predicted). Undesired memory exchanges are avoided by pre-allocating communication
buffers. Each process records its run-time, communication, compute, and synchroniza-

∗The exception is in the event of a system administrator or inadvertent user gaining access to a compute node
and performing operations in addition to those of the emulator



tion time statistics in simple (small) data structures. Run-time error is then the difference
between the predicted (computed) and actual run-time.

Evaluations of the ACE framework were performed on two different clusters, Chiba
City [6] at Argonne National Laboratory and the PC Linux cluster at Purdue University.
Both clusters operate such that users “own” each of their allocated nodes. Tests were
performed over a wide range of node allocations, message sizes, communication loads,
message patterns, and number of EAs. Here we present results from Chiba City using its
Myrinet interconnection network for large (1MB) messages, communication load from
10 to 80%, and up to 2 EAs using point-to-point and collective message exchange oper-
ations on up to 32 nodes. It is noteworthy that sequential runs across the communication
load range were performed on the same node set and a new benchmark (phase one) was
performed prior to each run. This is critical as it provides a direct measure of the most
up-to-date network performance.
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Figure 1: Run-time Variability a) Blocking Send b) Collective Exchange (2 EAs)

Figure 1a shows how ACE exposes network performance variability. 1,000 iterations
(Tcycle) were performed for each test, thus run-times ranged from a few seconds to several
minutes. Run-time prediction errors of nearly two orders of magnitude led to investigating
the ACE logs for anomolies in compute or communication times.

Statistics on these runs revealed nearly identical mean compute times (< 1% of calcu-
lated) and small standard deviations, on the order of 0.005%. Comparing runs where up to
two orders of magnitude difference in run-time prediction error was observed, we found
anomolies in dispersion statistics. Mean values of measurerd Tcomm are within ±3%,
however the standard deviations were different by a factor of nearly 70. We attribute these
anomalies to network performance since the machines are of identical capability (CPU,
memory, OS, libraries, etc.).

Collective operations (scatter, gather, Alltoall) are used frequently in parallel programs
such as those solving computational fluid dynamics and N-body particle problems. Figure
1b captures significant run-time variability behavior of each of two EAs, using 16 total
nodes, both executing Alltoall message exchanges.



3. Summary and Future Work

This work attempts to gain insight into the relationship of run-time variability and commu-
nication performance, as motivated by our previous work [1, 2, 3]. Testing and validation
activities of ACE on one experimental and one production NOW cluster has produced
insightful results.

The capturing of dispersion statistics has been shown to be useful in order to gain
insight into run-time variability when benchmarked communication coefficients and av-
erage communication times are nearly identical, implying consistent run-time. This work
also illustrates that measuring communication performance only moments prior to pro-
gram execution provides no guarantee that performance will not degrade (or improve)
during the actual running of the application. For an actual parallel application this impre-
cision manifests itself as a variability in the ratio of computation to communication.

We anticipate using the ACE framework as a means to characterize other parallel ap-
plications in terms of their sensitivity to network performance. The ability to characterize
acceptable network performance will facilitate system adaptation in the face of unac-
ceptable performance. To remedy poor network performance, the network may adapt it’s
routes or the application may be migrated to another part of the cluster with more consis-
tent network performance.
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